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!
Constraints
• 6 boundary conditions
• 1 integral constraint:
1 = 2 ∫ #4",56 − 1789
Dimensionless(model(
parameters:
• Ds: distance between 
spheres
• V: liquid volume
• Rd: diameter ratio













































































































! Numerical model for the rigorous solution of the YoungFLaplace equation
(equilibrium shape of a liquid bridge between two spheres)
! Pendular bridges can be calculated with all the relevant properties in the
general polydisperse case (forces, volume, neck position…)
! Validation shows very good agreement with experiments and for the
stability map of liquid bridges between circular disks
! Capillary interaction between spheres can be easily studied varying widely
the parameters:
○ Sphere distance
○ Liquid bridge volume
○ Contact angle(s)
○ Size ratio
! Future plans for deriving macroscopic expressions of general validity that
could be implemented in DEM codes
Conclusions
